RELIABILITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE

FONA 1000 S
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FONA 1000 S

OPTIMIZED FOR 2 OR 4 HAND USE

Assistant element, designed for
both 2 hand and 4 hand treatments,
is easy to re-position for unlimited
patient access.

INTUITIVE JOYSTICK CONTROL

Positioning of patient with foot or
hand joystick is simple, fast and
ergonomic.
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ERGONOMIC SOLUTION
With FONA 1000 S you can easily access needed controls during any treatment. Chair
can be re-positioned by using the dentist element or assistant element control panel
and also by the practical hand or foot joystick. Foot switch with proportional regulation gives you full control over your instrument speed and is ideal for treatments
with electric micro motor.

PERFORMANCE YOU DESERVE

Dentist element optimized for
high power turbines and Sirona
E-motor with light delivers all the
performance you need.

QEasy to program and easy to use
QChair anti-collision system for your safety
QLast position memory
QRemovable and sterilizable cup filer and bowl rinse
QIntuitive positioning with use of foot or hand controls
QProportional regulation of instruments
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FONA 1000 S
FLEXIBLE EQUIPMENT POSSIBILITIES
Whip arm or hanging hoses dentist element can be equippedwith up to 6 instruments
including electric motor, curing light, scaler and high speed handpieces with light. Comfortable and hygienic cooling water and scaler regulators on side of dentist element, 3
programmable chair positions and electric motor control panel with display - all this
is always at handwhen you need it.
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Features

Assistant element with control panel
Equipped with up to 4 instruments is
always ready for your treatments.

Proportional foot control
Comfortable and precise speed regulation of rotary instruments.

Sterilizable cup filler and bowl rinse
Durable and easy to remove outlets for
advanced hygiene.

Options

Choose your suction solution
Venturi, wet or semi wet, dry suction. We offer you all alternatives.

Unique joystick control
Chair can also be positioned using the
intuitive joystick on dentist element.

Halogen or LED light
Choose the right dental light
for your treatments.

Multimedia system
Improve your patient-dentist communication.

Sirona SL motor
Powerful and durable electric
motor with light, 2.000-40.000 rpm,
torque 2,4Ncm.

Right armrest
With the left armrest included, the
right armrest brings additional security to your patient.
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FONA 1000 S features

Baustein system
German valve system is easy to
install and ensures high instrument
performance.

Great suction efficiency
Hygienic and efficient ﬁlter system
designed for powerful suction.

Excellent patient access
Access to patient is unlimited with double articulated assistant arm and turn
able cuspidor.

Treatment comfort and safety
Each chair is equipped with water heater and chair instrument lock for safe
and comfortable treatments.

Left armrest
Supports your patients to feel safer
during treatment.

Water, air and electricity switch
You can be sure that water, air and
electricity are off with a push of a
single switch.

Wide chair movement range
With vertical range of 380-780mm
you are able to treat your patients
ergonomically in any position.

Luxury headrest
Fast positioning, ergonomic one hand
operation and extremely stable patient head during treatments.

Dentist stool
Easy positioning of the backrest and
seat plus self-braking wheels for
your comfort during treatment.
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Technical specifications

SPACE REQUIREMENTS

>=1800

705

>=1500

Unit: mm

240

>=1300

286

160

376

4 Anchor screw holes

1950

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Input power supply
Water pressure
Water flow
Air consumption
Air consumption
Patient carrying capacity

AC 220 V - 230 V / AC 110 V - 120 V, 50 Hz /60 Hz
2,5 - 6 bar
ö 10 l/min
Wet , Dry suction ≥ 55 l /min (5,5 - 7,5 bar)
Air Venturi ≥ 130 l/min (5,5 - 7,5 bar)
135kg

LUXURY UPHOLSTERY

Turquoise
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Yellow

COMFORT UPHOLSTERY

Light blue

Deep blue

Bordeaux

Apple green

Light blue

Abergine

Beige
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Every dental solution you need, FONA
We are an established global dental equipment company. Through decades of experience and deep understanding
of the dental profession, we deliver complete, reliable and accessible solutions. Regardless of country
or specialisation, every dentist can find a fitting solution in FONA today. As our knowledge and expertise grow,
so does our range. Our international team is constantly on the move, meeting partners and dentists, so we can
understand their needs and develop products that support and enhance their daily work.

Complete portfolio of reliable dental technology
DIGITAL DENTISTRY

Chairside CAD/CAM

Extraoral Imaging

Intraoral Imaging

Instruments and Laser

Hygiene

TRADITIONAL DENTISTRY

Treatment Centers

Based in Europe, available worldwide
HEADQUARTERS
Bratislava, Slovakia
MANUFACTURING
Bensheim, Germany
Assago, Italy
Guangzhou, China
Risskov, Denmark
New York, USA
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HEADQUARTERS:
FONA Dental s.r.o.
Ševčenkova 34
SK - 85101 Bratislava
Slovak Republic
info@fonadental.com

www.fonadental.com
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